
Crystal Crop Protection Limited (CCPL) is an Agro-Chemical MNC and established with the noble cause of 
serving Indian Agriculture with headquarters in New Delhi and with overseas presence in Singapore, 
Australia and South Africa. It’s a 34-year-old company engaged with 8 facilities in the manufacturing, 
formulation and marketing of agrichemical products – Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Plant Growth 
Regulators/ Micro Nutrients and 2 R & D facilities for Crops and Seeds. Over the years CCPL has evolved as 
a market leader in this growing industry segment.

Crystal products are aimed at good yields for the farming community at a�ordable prices. Crystal also 
launched several eco-friendly molecules as well.

This case study describes how MothersonSumi INfotech & Designs Limited (MIND) helped them focus on 
what they best by adopting a technology-led transformation approach leveraging MIND’s experience and 
expertise in SAP advisory and consulting.

About the Customer

MIND helps Crystal Crop 
Protection Limited (CCPL) 
kickstart technology-led 
transformation of IT Business 
operations

CCPL was looking partner with an organization that would help them address their IT and business 
challenges, improve employee engagement and skilling and overcome the below challenges

Customer Challenges

Storage got full around 93% (SAN)

Hardware out of life within 1 year

SAN (Storage Area Network) out of life within 1 year

Hard disk crashed

Unable to perform QA refresh

More Production issues leading to high volume of support tickets



With MIND’s SAP consulting services, CCPL was able to realise the below benefits:

Benefits

MIND experienced SAP team performed an IT Transformation study through various discussions about the 
customer’s business processes with their Business Champions, Key Stakeholders and their SAP Team as part 
of a three-phased approach. As an outcome of this multi-phased analysis the MIND SAP team was able to:

Our Solution

Migration of existing workload to AWS

OS/DB upgradation to latest versions

Capex to Opex

Production issues resolved 
consequently reducing the number 
of support tickets generated

Disaster recovery provisioned

Lower TCO

QA refresh

Outdated DB version

Outdated OS version

No DR

Testing with latest data or business scenario was not possible
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MothersonSumi INfotech & Designs Limited (MIND) is a global technology company that o�ers a 
consulting-led approach with an integrated portfolio of industry-leading solutions that encompass 
the entire enterprise value chain. Our technology- driven products and services are built on two 
decades of innovation, with a future focussed management philosophy, a strong culture of 
invention and co-innovation, and a relentless focus on customer-centricity. An SEI CMMI Level 5 
company, MIND has delivered best-in-class services to over 200 customers in 47+ global locations 
across all continents. MIND is a division of Motherson Group, one of the largest manufacturers of 
components for the automotive and transport industries worldwide with 135,000 employees across 
the globe. Our name itself signifies a relationship of deep trust that of a mother and child. Trust is 
sacrosanct in all relationships at Motherson while working towards our vision of being a globally 
preferred solutions provider.
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